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Stock #: 11297
Price: $32,850

2009 Ford F-350 4x4 Light Rescue

❍ 2009 Ford F-350 4x4 Light Rescue

❍ F-350 4x4 Ford Chassis

❍ 9.5' Utility Box

❍ Mileage: 135,000

❍ Additional equipment not included with
purchase unless otherwise listed.

❍ All new Whelen M series
Federal signal multi color bar
Pnew push bar bumper
5000 watt invertor
Heavy-duty compressor 4 air tools
Wired for a security camera
Wired for a mobile repeater antenna
And many more features such as backup
camera, top dash camera, radios and lot
more
Grover air horn installed
AC heavy duty inverter
25 foot night scan led light tower 4 header with
dual mode controller, with a green command
light on top it's also wired for mobile radio
antenna and Security camera to broadcast big
events
Heavy-duty front push bumper with mounting
for a heavy-duty winch.
Federal signal Platinum smart siren SSP 3000
Federal Signal SLR V-bar all pods are multi
color with options for all take downs.
Alley side lights on both sides
A traffic Signal master bar in rear
Whelen multi-color bar in rear
Havis shield center console
Blackveiw DR750 2 way dash camera inside
ou
Wide nice Rear View camera
Loud backup alarm with the option to cut off.
All equipment is hooked up to
an additional heavy-duty battery in
compartment (See Pic).
Tires are 90% new
A/C blows cold and heat works great
The list of options is unlimited to write them
all out it's a must-see
It has a bunch of compartments with lots of
space with the latest style roll-up doors
Rear compartment with a pull out bed (see
pics).

Brindlee Mountain Fire Apparatus is one of the world's largest used fire truck sales and service companies. Based
just outside of Huntsville, Alabama, the company has forty-five full-time personnel occupying over 12,000 square
feet. Our mechanics, all of whom are EVT certified, perform pump tests, general repairs, preventative maintenance,
and body, collision, and paint work on over 500 used fire trucks every year. Visit us online at www.firetruckmall.com

